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JOIN US IN SERVING 
THE EXTENSION OF 
GOD’S KINGDOM IN 
FRANCE AND IN 
PARIS.

Over the past few years, New Ground has been developing presence and influence in the 
nation of France through the strengthening of existing churches, the establishment of 
new churches and the development of national events to resource believers in New 
Ground communities across the nation.

Amidst this exciting season of growth and advance nationally, a church called Fireplace 
has been planted in Paris, with a vision to reach the city and its wider area with the Gospel. 
A few of the key people involved with New Ground on the national scene are also based in 
Paris, within Fireplace.

We now feel the real need to power the extension of the Kingdom through New Ground in 
France and through Fireplace in Paris. We feel that we are perfectly positioned to open up 
a position for an Impact student to come and serve the Gospel of Jesus, here in France.



We would be asking you to come alongside the adminis-
trative team serving the churches in the nation of 
France, under the leadership of Nicky Bodsworth. You 
would have opportunities to stretch your skill sets and 
gifting in a whole range of areas, depending on your 
vision and existing abilities: any mix of web design, event 
management, media creation, as well as some more 
down-to-earth, hands on activities.

BIFOCAL INVOLVEMENT

You would also have the opportunity to be involved in the 
day to day life of church planting and pioneering in the 
city of Paris, under the leadership of Nathan Lambert 
and the Fireplace leadership team. There are so many 
different ways that you can get stuck in to serve the 
church over the course of a year, and we would be keen 
for you to serve in whatever capacity God has called you: 
from kids work to technical operations, from prayer 
ministry to communications, a church plant is a great 
context to meet many needs and serve many people.
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SO IF YOU HAVE A HEART FOR FRANCE, OR A DESIRE TO EXPERIENCE A 
CROSS-CULTURAL MISSIONARY INVOLVEMENT WHILST SERVING IN AN 
EXCITING TEAM OF YOUNG, PASSIONATE MEN AND WOMEN, IMPACTING 
A EUROPEAN NATION AND MORE SPECIFICALLY A WORLD CITY, THEN 
GET IN TOUCH: WE’D LOVE TO GET TO KNOW YOU AND EXPLORE 
PARTNERING TOGETHER FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE IMPACT YEAR.

• A basic grasp of the French language and a desire to learn 
more. Both Nicky and Nathan are fluent in English, but most of 
the activities are French speaking. There must therefore be a 
desire to get stuck in and learn the language “on the job”.

• A sense of being able to take initiatives and being faithful in 
the little things along with an adventurous spirit that won’t be 
afraid of taking on some “bigger things” as well.

• Fireplace and New Ground will ensure that you are taken care 
of in terms of lodging, transport (including Eurostar tickets to 
and from the UK for the Impact training sessions) and any 
ministry related expenses.

• The Impacter is required to raise their support for everyday 
living and for the Impact sign-up fee (£1500)



FIND OUT MORE

If you want to check out what we’re building 
in France, and practice your French, have a 
look at our websites: 

New Ground France : www.new-ground.fr
Fireplace Paris : www.eglisefireplace.com 

You can get in touch with us by contacting 
Nicky at the following address: 
admin@new-ground.fr


